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San Francisco Ethics Commission Recommendations 

 
The following information is the collective intellectual work of the University of San Francisco’s 
Master of Public Affairs 2016 candidates from the Fall 2015 Advocacy, Lobbying and 
Governmental Relations class: 
 

Enrique Aguilar, Ben Biscocho, Sebastian Conn, Jasmine Conrad, Breeanna Decker, Marquise 
Foster, Joseph Igbineweka, Hanouf Khallaf, Bridget Mahoney, Trevor Martin, Rebecca 

McDowell, Kiran Parmar, and Joanne Wang. 
 
Objective: We believe that our suggestions and recommendations will ensure that the city of San 
Francisco continues to lead the Bay Area in ethical lobbyist reporting. 
 
 
Immediate Suggestions: will lead to increased standardization and efficiency 

1. Create a designated identification number (DIN) system for internal use only 
during the reporting process of all entities  

2. Insert a search box and filter options within the current directories and 
transaction databases  

3. Hyperlink all existing data  
 
Additional Recommendations: will lead to increased transparency 

1. Disclosure of non-profit contributions by lobbyists exceeding $500 
2. Disclosure of lobbyist governmental employment history (related with date 

range) 
3. Combine voting outcome data with lobbyist activity data to display the influence 

of lobbying within San Francisco politics 
 
 

Significance: Our recommendations highlight two important tenants of the USF mission 
statement that we as students aim to achieve:  

1. The freedom and the responsibility to pursue truth and follow evidence to its 
conclusion 

2. Promoting a common good that transcends the interests of particular individuals or 
groups 

 
 
Follow up: Our program director, Angela Fleekop can be reached if further contact, information 
or conversations are warranted, (415) 422-5060, amfleekop@usfca.edu.  
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Objective:

To present achievable recommendations to increase standardization across the Ethics 

Commission website, increase efficiency while researching reported data and activity,  and 

increase the transparency of searchable information  by recommending website features 

that cohesively present reported data.

Standardization | Efficiency | Consistency







Example of a reporting inconsistency

Video 
Clip



Three
Immediate Suggestions

No additional data will need to be 
gathered to make these changes



1. Designated Identification Number (DIN)

The Ethics Commission can create across the board standardization for reporting 

of available lobbying information with the use of one internal DIN that connects all 

entities to all of their reported information.
Lobbying firms

Registered lobbyists (associated with a firm or self-employed)

Clients of registered lobbyists

San Francisco government officials covered by the Ethics Commission 
Lobbying Ordinance



The importance and significance of a DIN

The DIN system will correct:

● Spelling errors 

○ increase standardization regarding address and phone number listings 

● Eliminate multiple entries and errors in reporting 

○ saves time while searching



Current Reporting without DIN



How a DIN will capture reported data  



Want to see what Barbary Coast Consulting is 
Up to? 

Currently, there is no function that would allow you to conduct one search to see 
reporting for lobbying firms. 

The only way to determine this information is if you know all the registered 
lobbyists within that firm and search their individual reports. 



How the DIN could work within a lobbying firm



2. Search options

Search boxes and filter options will increase efficiency and reduce the 

time the public spends researching lobbyist activities.
Search boxes with predictive text

Sorting functionality within search results

Alphabetically

Date (all reports, not just quarterly)



Current search page on the website 



Recommended Search Page Update with single 
search box



How a sorting function would increase 
efficiency and access to information



How a sorting function would 
increase efficiency and access to 
information



3. Hyperlinks for every category



Three
Additional 

Recommendations
Further data will need 

to be gathered



1. Disclose non-profit contributions
The Ethics Commission should encourage the voluntary disclosure of contributions to nonprofit 
organizations exceeding $500 and incorporate such givings into lobbyist and firm profiles. 

Increases transparency of monetary exchanges

May reduce or expose the appearance of financial quid pro quo corruption

Voluntary disclosure would not infringe on privacy rights while at the same time increase trust and 
confidence in those entities that do disclose



2. Disclose employment history
When a lobbyist registers with the Ethics Commission he/she should disclose ALL 
government-related employment history. In this way, conflicts of interests or the 
appearance of a revolving door to a “favor factory” would be exposed. Again, this would 
increase transparency and expose any appearance of quid pro quo corruption.

(example)



Currently on lobbyist and firm profiles there is a list of “Subject Areas Influenced” as well as 
a separate list for “Municipal Decisions and Issues Influenced”.  It is our recommendation 
that the Ethics Commission expand this area to include the outcomes and voting records 
of these issues and decisions which have been lobbied on.

Increases transparency of lobbying efforts and the responses to those efforts from public 

officials

Inclusion of legislative outcomes/voting record on lobbied legislation will allow the public to 
research and determine if lobbying efforts were influential in the decision making 
process

3. Disclose legislative outcomes/voting 
record



Three immediate changes without needing additional data

1. Create a designated identification number (DIN) for internal use only

2. Insert a search box within all lobbyist databases and include a filter option 

3. Hyperlink all existing data records within the directories and transaction categories

Summary 



Summary

Three additional recommendations required additional data to be gathered and some 

maintenance

1. Disclosure of non-profit contributions by lobbyists exceeding $500

2. Disclosure of lobbyist employment history (governmental related with date range)

3. Combine voting outcome data with lobbyist activity data to display the influence of 

lobbying within San Francisco politics



Thank You 



Enrique Aguilar, Ben Biscocho, Sebastian Conn, 
Jasmine Conrad, Breeanna Decker,

Marquise Foster, Joseph Igbineweka, Hanouf 
Khallaf, 

Bridget Mahoney, Trevor P. Martin, 
Rebecca McDowell, Kiran Parmar, Joanne Wang
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